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Abstract— In our Scheme cloud computing users has to get Key information to Re Encrypt the data which 
has been in Encrypted to get Key information in order to decrease the number of keys used we are proposing 
Broadcast encryption  Broadcast encryption is the cryptographic problem of delivering encrypted content 
over a broadcast channel in such a way that only qualified users can decrypt the content. The challenge 
arises from the requirement that the set of qualified users can change in each broadcast emission, and 
therefore revocation of individual users or user groups should be possible using broadcast transmissions, 
only, and without affecting any remaining users. As efficient revocation is the primary objective of broadcast 
encryption solutions are also referred to as revocation schemes. Rather than directly encrypting the content 
for qualified users, broadcast encryption schemes distribute keying information that allows qualified users to 
reconstruct the content encryption key whereas revoked users find insufficient information to recover the 
key. The typical setting considered is that of a unidirectional broadcaster and stateless users which is 
especially challenging. In contrast, the scenario where users are supported with a bi-directional 
communication link with the broadcaster and thus can more easily maintain their state, and where users are 
not only dynamically revoked but also added (joined), is often referred to as multicast encryption. 
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